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Club / Tournament Play 
Duplicate Etiquette and Proprieties 

• You and your partner are both required to have an identical convention card filled out with your agreements.  Online, make sure that 

your card is posted and available to your opponents. 

• Count your cards before you look at them.  After you look at your cards, confirm that your shape adds up to 13 cards, e.g. 5=3=3=2.  

(This is good practice to confirm count but also to fix your shape in your brain for the duration of the board.) 

 

• Bridge is supposed to be fun and friendly.  Greet your opponents and be nice! 

• You want to be nice to partner: It’s the right thing to do, it makes the game enjoyable and because that leads to the best results.  When 

dummy comes down, say “Thank you partner” (or “TYP” online), not “Where’s the hand you showed during the auction?” 

 

• Call the director for any irregularity. Pleasantly request “Director Please!” (or click the “Director” button)… no screaming necessary. 

Remember that there’s no stigma involved in calling the director or when an opponent calls the director.  

• Pace: Remember that duplicate bridge is a timed event. There aren’t specific time requirements for each card or bid, but there are for 

each round. Some boards are more difficult than others.  If one board takes a long time, it’s everyone’s responsibility to catch up. Keep 

in mind that while it can be annoying to have to rush a board, it’s also problematic to have a consistently-slow pair hold up the game 

and delay the game for everyone.  

• Avoid post-mortems in the middle of the round: It slows the game down, it’s not good for partnership morale and (in-person) others 

may overhear your conversation. 

 

Unauthorized Information 

• You are obligated to try to avoid giving information to partner through extraneous means 

• Bid and play in tempo as much as possible to avoid conveying if you have a particularly difficult decision 

• Pause at trick 1 (as declarer and / or 3rd hand) to give yourself and everyone else a chance to make a plan.  (This is so that you 

can do most of your thinking up-front and not when each card is played.) 

• Handle bidding cards and cards consistently to avoid suggesting doubt 

• Avoid commenting on or showing surprise with partner’s words or actions 

• If there is a discrepancy in your agreements: As declarer, disclose at the end of the auction; as defender, disclose at the end of 

the board 

• If you have unauthorized information, you are obligated to avoid basing your decisions on that information. 

• You are welcome to bid or play anything that you’d like.  But if you have a “logical alternative” that is less favorable to your 

side, your opponents may have a case to request an adjustment. 

 

Disclosure 

• Your opponents have the right to know what agreements you have with your partner.  Therefore, we alert certain non-standard bids as 

defined by the ACBL: 

• In-person: Alert or announce when your partner makes such a bid.  Vocabulary is limited to a specific set of terms: “Alert” ,  a 

range (e.g. 15-17), “could be short” “forcing” and “transfer”.  No other information should be offered unless requested. 

• Online: When you make an announceable or alertable bid, type the explanation as part of making your bid.  Since your partner 

can’t see your explanation, there’s no harm in over-alerting or over-explaining. 

 

• At your turn to bid, you may ask either opponent the meaning of their bid (online) or their partner’s bid (in-person).   

• Note that you shouldn’t ask about (and when asked, you shouldn’t offer) anything other than the systemic meaning.   

• Don’t ask leading questions like, “Does x show y?”  Just “What’s your agreement on x?” 

• You should provide a general description, not with the name of a convention.  “Shows spades and an undisclosed minor.”  NOT 

“Michaels”.  If pressed, you can clarify details on agreements such as, “Generally either preemptive or strong.” 

 

• You have the right to know your opponents’ carding agreements.   

• You should ask a general question: “Leads and carding?”.  You should NOT ask a specific question: “What does the 2 tell you?” 

• In response to such as question, you might answer something like this: Std honor leads, 4th best length leads, std carding. 
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In-person Bridge (add’l details) 

 

• As opening leader: Lead face-down and ask, “Any questions partner?” before turning over your card.  This gives your partner the op-

portunity to ask your opponents about any of their bids.  More importantly, if lets you get confirmation that it is indeed your lead.  

(Note that leading out of turn can be costly in some circumstances.) 

• When calling for cards from the dummy, specify suit and rank.  

• If you say “Lead the queen”, it may not be clear which queen you’re referring to.  (Even if there’s only 1 queen, you should still 

specify.) 

• If you say “Run the suit”, everyone’s left hanging as to when a card is or isn’t played.  

• You can (and should) say “Play a low spade” or just “Play a spade” (meaning a low one) or “Play” (meaning follow suit low) or 

“Top spade” or “Play high” or “Go up”.  This is often clearer than calling for a specific card. Note that it’s especially easy for 

people to mis-hear “eight” versus “ace”.  

• It is improper to play a card out of turn, whether or not it impacts the play.  Doing so may convey unwarranted information to your 

partner or to the opponents.  

• As dummy, it is improper to play a card until and unless declarer calls for one, even if it’s singleton or otherwise obvious what declarer 

will play. (Not playing a stiff will train your partner as declarer to properly call for the card.) 

• It’s important to keep a private score so that the director can verify details if needed.  It may be helpful for your post-mortem if you 

record add’l details about the deal (opponents, auction, lead). 

• Do your bit to help maintain the pace by taking care of the business of the play:  

• Get the next board started before recording the previous score.   

• If it’s your lead or if you’re the dummy, do your job before recording the auction. 

 

Movement: 

• For larger pairs games (generally 6+ tables), we use what’s called a Mitchell movement: East/West move to the next higher table and 

boards move to the next lower table. (“People go to heaven; boards go to hell.”)   

• For smaller pairs games, we use what’s called a Howell movement: Players move from table to table (and EW to NS) seemingly ran-

domly.  Follow directions on the table marker for which table to move to next and let the director handle the boards.  You’ll always 

follow the same pair, so it’s helpful to look to your next spot to see who’s there so that you know who to follow. 
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  Total Points: 
Rubber, Chicago, Swiss, KOs 

Matchpoints: 
Pairs Games (Wed duplicate) 

  Small differences aren't important Small differences can add up quickly 

  A large difference impacts the entire set A bad board is just a bad board, no matter how bad 

Generally Maximize chances for large scores Maximize odds compared to what might happen at 
other tables 

Bidding 
games / 
slams 

Stretch to close games (say 40%).  Find the 
safest strain, sometimes even 5 of a minor.  
Bid 6 of a minor if it’s safer than 6N or 6 of 
a major. 

No need to stretch (50-50 chance).  Find the best-
scoring strain (almost never bid 5 of a minor).  Pre-
fer 6N or 6 of a major over 6 of a minor, even if risk-
ier. 

Competing Compete or preempt somewhat cautiously: 
We want to suggest a lead but we don't 
want to risk a large penalty 

Compete or preempt vigorously 
• Push them higher 

• Find a good sac 

• Help partner find the right lead 

  

Sacrificing Be cautious about sacs It's okay to risk a sac 

• You should be pretty sure that their contract is 
making and that your sac is likely to cost less 
than their contract 

Doubles Be cautious with doubling.  Don't double a 
partscore into game unless you're very sure 
you're setting it 

Use doubles strategically.  When the opponents 
compete vigorously, double them unless you can 
compete further 

Card play Optimize strategy to make your contract. 
Overtricks are fine, but the contract is 
what's important 

Every trick counts.  Optimize strategy to take as 
many tricks as possible.  (Exception: If you're in an 
unusually good or bad contract, you should focus 
on making it.) 

Defense Optimize strategy to set contract Every trick counts.  Optimize strategy to take as 
many tricks as possible 

Overall Goal Clearcut: Play to make your contract; de-
fend to set the opps 

Not as clearcut: Maximize odds to take as many 
tricks as possible 

Pair versus Teams 

 

Total points games include rubber bridge, Chicago, Swiss teams and knock-outs. These are games where the overall size of the score is 

what’s most important. 

 

Generally boards are played by one or two teams, and the team with the most points wins. Scores can be total points or IMPs.  

IMPs are kind of like a logarithmic scale; they serve to smooth out large swings.   You can generally find an IMP table on your scoresheet. 

  

In Pair games, you score relative to what happens at other tables. Generally boards are played by many pairs. For each board, we get one 

matchpoint for each pair that we beat, half a matchpoint for each pair that we tie and zero matchpoints for each pair that score better than 

us. 

 

Total points games and matchpoints games require differing strategies in various situations: 


